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Since the early 1980s the world mining 

industry has experienced a prolonged 

and deep structural crisis. In 1984 

Business Week even proclaimed "The 

Death of Mining" 1• This proclamation 

may have been exaggerated, and the ex

pression of a rather narrow North 

American perspective, but it accurately 

reflected the strength of the changes 

taking place, and of the forces reshaping 

mining globally. Today, only three years 

later, it is clear that the industry has sur

vived and that a new structure is emerg

ing in the mining industry. In March 

1987 Financial Times analyzed this 

recovery under the heading "Mining 

comes back from the dead": 

"In the greatest rationalization 

since the Second World War an 

unprecedented gap has opened up 

between the performance of the 

strongest and the weakest com

panies. ( . .. ) The full impact of 

this consolidation of power is 

unlikely to become clear for some 

time - not until metal prices 

recover, possibly in the 1990s" 2 

Structural change and 
the mining TNCs 

How have the mining companies acted 

during this crisis period? How have they 

been able to make such a spectacular 

come-back? In our view the TNCs have 

in fact, throughout the crisis, been a ma

jor force in a complex interplay between 

economic and political actors shaping a 

new framework, within which the min

ing industry is now developing. Two 

main strategies chosen by the mining 

TNCs can be identified: 

• Diversification into new "space age''

materials is the road chosen by the large

TNCs, like ALCOA planning to

diminish its dependence on aluminium

by 50 per cent to 1995.

• Going back to basics. Small and

medium sized TNCs, like the Swedish

Boliden Group, have had to sell off

"peripheral" businesses, not directly

linked to the vertically integrated metals 

production chain. 

This emerging new global structure is 

carefully monitored by the RMG. Data 

compiled for and processed in our data 

base clearly indicate that the mining 

companies that will survive the present 

restructuring will be stronger in 

economic, technological and informa

tional terms than the mining TNCs that 

we know of today. 

The prime example of this process is 

the growing influence of Anglo 

American, which in the last decade has 

gained control over approximately 15 

per cent of the value, at the mining stage, 

of all non-fuel minerals produced in the 

Western World. Recent negotiations 

between a number of leading European 

zinc producers, Preussag of Germany, 

Union Miniere of Belgium, Penarroya 

of France, Boliden of Sweden and the 

Finnish Outokumpu in the background, 

to create a zinc producer to compete 

with Teck, Cominco and Mount Isa is 

another example. 3 

Impact on the Third World 

In a global perspective this reshuffle will 

have a decisive impact also on mining in 

the Third World. It is likely that many 

Third World mineral producers, which 

often have less cost effective operations 

and generally have not even started 

diversification, will become the losers in 

this development. The forces in favour 

of Third World countries are already 

weak. 

This balance of power was obvious at 

the recent 13th World Mining Congress 

in Stockholm. Specific problems of the 

Third World mining industry, which in 

1983 accounted for 24.9 per cent of total 

Western World non-fuel mineral pro

duction, were only discussed in a three 

hour special session during a full con

gress week. And even this session was 

only arranged after considerable 

hesitation. 

At the special session a statement 

to serve as a guide for further action was 

adopted, which will be circulated to 
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